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Abstract. Three different climate field reconstruction (CFR) methods employed to reconstruct North Atlantic-European 

(NAE) and Northern Hemisphere (NH) summer season temperature over the past millennium from proxy records are tested in 

the framework of pseudoproxy experiments derived from three climate simulations with Earth System Models. Two of these 

methods are traditional multivariate linear methods (Principal Components Regression, PCR and Canonical Correlation 

Analysis, CCA), whereas the third method (Bidirectional Long-Short-Term Memory Neural Network, Bi-LSTM) belongs to 10 

the category of machine learning methods. The Bi-LSTM method does not need to assume linear and temporally stable 

relationships between the underlying proxy network and the targeted climate field, in contrast to PCR and CCA. In addition, 

Bi-LSTM incorporates information on the serial correlation of the time series. All three methods tested herein achieve 

reasonable reconstruction performance in both spatial and temporal scale. Generally, the reconstruction skill is higher in 

regions with denser proxy coverage, but reconstruction skill is also achieved in proxy-free areas due to climate teleconnections. 15 

All three CFR methodologies generally tend to more strongly underestimate the target temperature variations as more noise is 

introduced into the pseudoproxies. The Bi-LSTM method tested in our experiments shows relatively worse reconstruction 

skills compared to PCR and CCA, yet it brings some encouraging results on capturing extreme cooling climate signals. This 

indicates that this nonlinear CFR method could be a potential methodology for past climate extremes analysis. 

1 Introduction 20 

The reconstruction of past climates helps to better understand past climate variability and pose the projected future climate 

evolution against the backdrop of natural climate variability (PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013, 2017, 2019; PAGES Hydro2k 

Consortium, 2017; Schmidt, 2010; Evans et al., 2014; Christiansen and Ljungqvist, 2016). Paleoclimate reconstruction also 

provide us with a deeper perspective to better understand the effect of external forcing on climate (Smerdon et al., 2011, 2016; 

Smerdon, 2012; Wang et al., 2017). However, systematic observational/instrumental climate records are only available starting 25 

from the middle of the 19th century, which hinders to capture the full spectrum of past climate variations. Consequently, our 

understanding of climate variations in earlier centuries is mainly based on indirect proxy records (such as tree rings, ice cores), 

etc. 
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The reconstruction of past climates based on proxy data requires the application of statistical methods to translate the 

information contained in the proxy records into climate variables such as temperature. These methods add an additional layer 30 

of statistical uncertainty and bias to the final reconstruction, in addition to the uncertainties originating in the sparse data 

coverage and in the presence of non-climatic variability in the proxy records. All these sources of error impact the quality of 

climate reconstructions. One way to estimate this impact is the test of reconstruction methods in the controlled conditions 

provided by climate simulations with state-of-the-art Earth System models. These models provide virtual climate trajectories, 

which although possibly not completely realistic, are from the model’s perspective physically consistent. The skill of the 35 

statistical method, the impact of proxy network coverage and of the amount of climate signal present in the proxy records can 

thus be evaluated in that virtual reality of climate models, once adequate synthetic proxy records are constructed. These tests 

are generally denoted pseudo-proxy experiments (PPEs, Smerdon, 2012, Gómez-Navarro et al, 2017).  

Many scientific studies that employ pseudo-proxies and real proxies have focused on global and hemisphere climate field or 

climate index reconstructions (Mann et al., 2002, 2005; von Storch et al., 2004; Smerdon, 2012; Michel et al., 2020; Hernández 40 

et al., 2020). These studies have identified several deficiencies that are common to most climate reconstructions methods, such 

as a general tendency to ‘regress to the mean’, which results in an underestimation of the reconstructed climate variability. 

This underestimation becomes more evident when the available proxy information becomes of less quality - diminishing the 

climate signal contained in the proxy records. In addition, sparser networks - shrinking proxy network coverage - may lead to 

biased reconstructions (Wang et al., 2014; Evans et al., 2014; Amrhein et al., 2020; Po‐Chedley et al., 2020). Thus, significant 45 

scope still remains for further developing and evaluating CFR methodologies and in designing methods that are less prone to 

those common deficiencies (Christiansen and Ljungqvist, 2016). 

In the present study, we test a new non-linear CFR method that belongs to the machine learning family, a Bidirectional Long-

Short-Term Neural Network (Bi-LSTM). We compare the performance of this method with two well-established classical 

multi-variate linear regression methods, Principal Component Regression (PCR) and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). 50 

Traditional CFRs usually assume linear and temporally stable relationships between the local variables captured by the proxy 

network and the target climate field. Likewise, the spatial patterns of climate variability are considered as stationary (Pyrina 

et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2014; Smerdon et al., 2016). However, climate change is dynamic and chaotic, and many links 

between climate fields can be non-linear (Schneider et al., 2018; Dueben and Bauer, 2018; Huntingford et al., 2019; Nadiga, 

2020). Nonlinear machine leaning-based CFR methods (for instance, Artificial Neural Networks-ANN) could help capture 55 

capture underlying linear and nonlinear relationships between proxy records and the large-scale climate as realistically as 

possible (Rasp and Lerch, 2018; Schneider et al., 2018; Rolnick et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2020; Nadiga, 2020; Chattopadhyay 

et al., 2020; Lindgren et al., 2021). Moreover, machine-learning methods do not necessarily rely on statistical methods to first 

obtain the principal spatial climate patterns, such as Principal Component Analysis-PCA. The full inherent variability in the 

original dataset is sequentially and dynamically adjusted and captured with optimized hyper-parameters during the model 60 

training process (Goodfellow et al., 2016). The classical recurrent neural network (RNN) and Long Short-Term Memory 

Network (LSTM) can usually only receive and process information from prior forward inference steps, whereas the Bi-LSTM 
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handles information from both forward and backward temporal directions (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005). It has been 

demonstrated that the Bi-LSTM model can achieve better performance for some classification and prediction tasks (Su et al., 

2021; Biswas and Sinha, 2021; Biswas et al., 2021). Since climate dynamics usually exhibit temporal dependencies, the Bi-65 

LSTM method might learn these dependencies better, which can provide another advantage to capture the time evolution of 

the reconstructed climate field. To our knowledge, Bi-LSTM method is applied for the first time in the context of paleo CFRs.  

In this evaluation of climate reconstruction methods, we focus on the whole Northern Hemisphere temperature field and on 

the temperature field of the North Atlantic European region. In the North Atlantic region, the most important mode of 

temperature variations at longer time series is the Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV). The index of the AMV is defined 70 

as decadal filtered surface temperature anomaly over North Atlantic regions (95°W–30°E, 0–70°N, excluding the 

Mediterranean and Hudson Bay following Knight et al., 2006). It has been shown that AMV is related to many prominent 

examples of regional or even hemispheric multidecadal climate variability, for example European and North America summer 

climate variability (Knight et al., 2006; Qasmi et al., 2017). In this context, we test the reconstruction skill for the spatial 

resolved summer seasonal temperature anomalies over NH and NAE, as well as for the spatially averaged AMV and NH 75 

summer temperature anomalies, calculated from the spatially resolved reconstructed fields. The reconstruction of mean 

temperature series could provide a general assessment of the skill to reconstruct extreme temperature phases (e.g. related to 

volcanic eruptions or changes in solar activity) serving as benchmarks to test the potential capability of different CFR methods 

on those anomalies.  

Regarding the networks of real proxies used so far, St. George and Esper (2019) reviewed contemporary studies on previous 80 

NH temperature reconstructions based on tree ring proxies (Mann et al., 1998, 2008, 2007, 2009a, 2009b; PAGES2k 

Consortium). St. George and Esper concluded that the present-day generation of tree ring proxy based reconstructions exhibit 

high correlations with seasonal hemispheric summer temperatures and display relatively better skills in tracking year-to-year 

climatic variabilities and decadal fluctuations than former proxy networks, as found by Wilson et al., (2016) and Anchukaitis 

et al., (2017). Thus, we test NH summer temperature CFRs employing a pseudo-proxy continental network that is the result of 85 

blending two networks: the PAGES2k Consortium multiproxy network, and the climate-tree-ring network of St. George 

(2014).  

In the oceanic realm in the North Atlantic, additional marine proxy records based on mollusc shell bands (Pyrina et al., 2017) 

have been also used for climate reconstructions. These records, similarly to the dendroclimatological records, are based on 

annual growth bands, are annually resolved, and usually represent surface or subsurface water temperature. Compelling 90 

evidence has already been provided by earlier studies that Atlantic Ocean variability is an important driver of European summer 

climate variability (Jacobeit et al., 2003; Sutton and Hodson, 2005; Folland et al., 2009). Thus, we also employ an updated 

proxy network by combining the locations of marine proxies and tree ring proxies (Pyrina et al., 2017; PAGES 2k consortium, 

2017; Luterbacher et al., 2016) to test the NAE summer seasonal temperature reconstructions. 

The choice of climate model to run pseudo-experiments may plausibly have an impact on the estimation of method skills, since 95 

the spatial and temporal cross-correlations between climate variables may be model dependent. Thus, it is advisable to use 
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several 'numerical laboratories' and employ several comprehensive Earth System Models (ESMs) to evaluate reconstructions 

methods. Besides, constructing PPEs based on different ESMs will highlight model-based impacts on the reconstructed 

magnitude and spatial patterns (Smerdon et al., 2011, Smerdon, 2012; Amrhein et al., 2020). Accordingly, in this study three 

different comprehensive Earth System Models are employed as ‘surrogate climate database for setting up PPEs: the 100 

Community Climate System Model CCSM4, the Max-Planck-Institute climate model MPI-ESM-P and the Community Earth 

System Model CESM1-CAM5. Among the models providing climate simulations of the past millennium, these three models 

are the ones with the highest horizontal resolution. 

2 Data and Method 

2.1 Data 105 

2.1.1 Proxy data locations 

The pseudoproxies are constructed from the simulated grid-cell summer mean temperature sampled from three climate model 

simulations over the past millennium (see following subsections). In this context, 11 real proxy locations in the North Atlantic-

European region (Pyrina et al., 2017; PAGES 2k consortium, 2017; Luterbacher et al., 2016) are selected for regional NAE 

(60°W-30°E, 0-88°N) PPEs and 48 proxy locations  across the Northern Hemisphere are chosen from the PAGES 2k network. 110 

The original North Hemisphere PAGES network was trimmed down by removing proxies that may show a combined 

temperature-moisture response and by selecting only one proxy among those deemed to be too closely located (and thus 

redundant from  the climate model perspective). Specifically, the 48 dendrochronology locations are selected according to 

Figure 4 of St. George, S. (2014) which shows the correlation coefficient between the dendroclimatological proxy records and 

summer season temperature. At most of the retained locations, the correlation between the dendroclimatological record and 115 

regional temperature is higher than 0.5.  

2.1.2 Climate Models 

One of the climate models utilized in our study is the Max-Planck-Institute Earth System model MPI-ESM-P with a spatial 

horizontal resolution of about 1.9 degree in longitude and 1.9 degree in latitude. The simulation covers the period from 100 

BC to 2000 CE. The model MPI-ESM-P consists of the spectral atmospheric model ECHAM6 (Stevens et al., 2013), the ocean 120 

model MPI-OM (Jungclaus et al., 2013), the land model JSBACH (Reick et al., 2013) and the bio-geophysical model 

HAMOCC (Ilyina et al., 2013). The setup of our simulations corresponds to the MPI-ESM-P LR setup in the CMIP5 

simulations suite. However, since the present simulations does not belong to the CMIP5 project, the forcings used in this 

simulation and additional technical details are shown in the Appendix A. 

The second climate model is the Community Earth System Model CESM1 Paleoclimate model CAM5 from the National 125 

Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2016) with a spatial resolution of 2.5 degree in longitude and 
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1.9 degree in latitude (https://www.cesm.ucar.edu/projects/community-projects/LME/). The CESM-CAM5-LME simulation 

extends from 850 CE to 2006 CE using CMIP5 climate forcing reconstructions (Schmidt et al. 2011) and reconstructed forcing 

for the transient evolution of aerosols, solar irradiance, land use conditions, greenhouse gases, orbital parameters, and volcanic 

emissions. The atmosphere model employed in CESM1 is CAM5 (Hurrell et al., 2013), which is a significant advancement of 130 

CAM4 (Neale et al., 2013), whereas CCSM4 uses CAM4 as its atmospheric component. The CESM1-CAM5 uses the same 

ocean, land and sea ice models as CCSM4 (Hurrell et al., 2013) does. We use one simulation form the Last Millennium 

Ensemble (LME). 

The third climate model is the Community Climate System Model CCSM4 model (Gent et al., 2011), also from NCAR, which 

uses the land (CLM4/ Lawrence et al., 2012), the ocean model(POP2/Smith et al., 2010)the atmosphere (CAM4/Neale et al., 135 

2013) and the sea ice model (CICE4/Hunke et al., 2008) components. CCSM4 is modelled with a spatial resolution of 1.25 

degree in longitude and 0.9 degree in latitude. Here, we use the simulations labelled past1000 and historical and labelled r1i1p1 

from the CMIP5 data set. The past1000 simulation spans the period from 850 CE to 1849 CE. The historical simulations covers 

the period 1850 CE to 2005 CE. We concatenate both simulations together for this study. The boundary conditions and forcings 

follow the PMIP3 (Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase III) protocols (Schmidt et al. 2011). The Lean et al. 140 

(2005) reconstruction of the total solar irradiance (TSI) combined with the Vieira et al. (2011) is employed to describe the TSI. 

The volcanic forcing is prescribed by using the ice-core-based index of Gao et al. (2008).  The Pongratz et al. (2008) 

reconstruction of land use change merged with that of Hurtt et al. (2009) is used to describe seamlessly land use changes. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Construction of pseudo-proxies 145 

To test the statistical reconstruction methods in the virtual laboratories of climate model simulations, we need records that 

mimic the statistical properties of real proxy records. The most important properties are their correlation to the local 

temperature and their location in a proxy network. A third important characteristic is the network size and temporal coverage. 

The usual method to produce pseudo-proxy records in climate simulations is to sample the simulated temperature at the grid-

cell co-located with the real proxy record and contaminate the simulated temperature with added statistical noise, so that the 150 

correlations between the original temperature and the contaminated temperature resembles the typical temperature-proxy 

correlations. The real correlation is of the order of 0.5 or above for good proxy records. This parameter can be modulated in 

the pseudo-proxy record by the amount of noise added to the simulated temperature, and different proxy networks will help us 

to reveal how and to what extent degradations and effects would be expressed amongst methods and amongst climate models. 

Ideal pseudo-proxies contain only the temperature signal subsampled from the climate model. We then perturb the ideal 155 

pseudo-proxies with Gaussian white noise. Gaussian white noise with signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) values of 0.25, 0.5 and 1 is 

in general widely employed for contaminating the ideal pseudoproxy dataset (Smerdon, 2012; Wang et al., 2014). The noise 

level can be defined using various criteria including SNR, variance of pure white noise (NVAR), and percent noise by variance 
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(PNV) and so on (Smerdon, 2012). We employ here the PNV to define the noise level convention; The PNV expresses the 

ratio between the added noise variance and the total variance of resulting the pseudo-proxy time series. 160 

Although individual real proxies contain different amounts of noise (non-climatic variability), we assume here a uniform level 

of noise throughout the whole pseudo-proxy network. In addition, real proxy records contain temporal gaps, and not all records 

span the same period. For the sake of simplicity, we assume in our pseudo-proxies network that the data have no temporal 

gaps and all records cover the whole period of the simulations 

The dataset employed herein for constructing PPEs database is split into a calibration period that spans 850-1425AD, and a 165 

validation period that spans 1426-2000 AD. All the validation statistics of the CFR results are derived against the reconstruction 

period of 1426-2000 AD. Note that here we just split the entire temporal interval into two equal parts, while, in reality, the 

instrumental period only covers the most recent 150 years. It means that in reality, only the most recent 150 years can be used 

for training of the statistical models. The reconstruction skill derived in this study will, all other factors being equal, be larger 

than the real reconstruction skill, since the data available for calibration are less and the calibration period contains different 170 

climate regimes, e.g. the strong anthropogenic warming signal which is not present in the preindustrial period. On the other 

hand, we exclude the period of strong anthropogenic warming from the calibration data, so that we present to the methods the 

clear challenge of reconstructing the temperature beyond the range of variations seen in the calibration period, expecting that 

the possible deficiencies of the reconstruction methods become more apparent with this set-up.   

2.2.2 Principal component regression 175 

Principal component analysis is employed to construct a few new variables that are a linear combination of the components of 

the original climate field, and that ideally describe a large part of the total variability. The linear combinations that define the 

new variables are the eigenvectors of the cross-covariance matrix of the field. Associated to each variable (eigenvector), a 

principal component time series (scores) describes its temporal variation. In the PCR, the predictands are those scores identified 

by PCA of the climate field (Hotelling, 1957; Luterbacher et al., 2004; Pyrina et al., 2017). This results in a reduction of 180 

dimensionality without losing too much information, and reduces the risk of over-fitting. In the present study, the retained PCs 

capture at least 90% of the cumulative temporal variance of climate field. After selecting the empirical orthogonal functions-

EOFs and principal components-PCs based on the calibration dataset and establishing the desired linear regression 

relationships between the PCs and the proxy dataset (predictors), the PCs in the validation period are reconstructed using the 

estimated regression coefficients. The full climate field is then reconstructed by the linear combination of the reconstructed 185 

PCs and their corresponding EOFs. A given climate field xt, at time step t can be decomposed as follows: 

𝒙𝑚,𝑡 = ∑ 𝑃𝐶𝑛,𝑡
𝑘
𝑛=1 𝑬𝑶𝑭𝑚,𝑛          (1) 

where m is the grid index of the field, t is the time index, and k denotes the total numbers of retained PCs. 

The linear relationship between proxies and targeted climate field is established by the regression equation: 

𝑃𝐶𝑛,𝑡 = ∑ 𝜔𝑛,𝑚𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑦𝑚,𝑡
𝑗
𝑚=1 + 휀           (2) 190 
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where the index m runs over the proxies, j denotes the total numbers of proxies, 𝜔 is the linear function coefficient, and 휀 

denotes a residual term. The 𝜔 parameters are estimated by Ordinary Least Squares. Here, it is assumed that climate sensitive 

proxies are linearly related with the climate PCs. Based on Eq. (3) using the PCR method, the PCs during the validation interval 

will be reconstructed assuming that the linear coefficients derived in Eq. (3) are constant in time: 

𝑃�̂�𝑛,𝑡 = ∑ 𝜔𝑛,𝑚𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑦𝑚,𝑡
𝑗
𝑚=1            (3) 195 

The final reconstructed field �̂� will be derived by the linear combination of the reconstructed 𝑃�̂� with the EOFs derived from 

the calibration dataset, thereby assuming that the EOF patterns remain constant in time (Gómez-Navarro et al., 2017; Pyrina 

et al., 2017).  

2.2.3 Canonical correlation analysis 

Canonical Correlation Analysis CCA is also an eigenvector method. Similarly to PCA, CCA decomposes the variance of the 200 

fields as a linear combination of spatial patterns and their corresponding amplitude time series. In contrast to PCA, where the 

target is to maximize the explained variance with a few new variables, CCA constructs pairs of predictor-predictand variables 

that maximize the temporal correlation of the corresponding amplitude time series. The pairs of variables are identified by 

solving an eigenvalue problem that requires the calculation of the inverse of the covariance matrices of each field. These 

matrices can be pseudo-degenerate (one eigenvalue much smaller than the largest eigenvalue) and therefore the calculation of 205 

their inverse is, without regularization, numerically unstable. This regularization can be introduced by first projecting the 

original fields onto their leading EOFs (Widmann, 2005; Pyrina et al., 2017). This also reduces the number of degrees of 

freedom - thus hindering overfitting - and eliminate potential noise variance. After the dimensional transformation, a small 

number of pairs of patterns with high temporal correlation will be retained. In the present study, the number of retained PCs 

capture at least 90% cumulative variance of predictand climate field. Then these retained PC time series will be used as input 210 

variables of CCA to calculate the canonical correlation patterns (CCPs) and canonical coefficients (CCs) time series for both 

proxy and temperature field. The reconstructed climate field can be calculated by a linear combination of the CCPs with CCs 

for each time step t: 

𝒙𝑚,𝑡 = ∑ 𝐶𝐶𝑛,𝑡
𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑙

𝑛=1 𝑪𝑪𝑷𝑚,𝑛
𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

             (4) 

𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒙𝒚𝑚,𝑡 = ∑ 𝐶𝐶𝑛,𝑡
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑦𝑙

𝑛=1 𝑪𝑪𝑷𝑚,𝑛
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑦

          (5) 215 

Proxy denotes the reconstructed proxy field, and l is the number of CCA pairs. The correlation between each pair CC (proxy, 

field) are the canonical correlations, which are the square root of the CCA-eigenvalues. Therefore, once each CCproxy(t) is 

calculated from the proxy data through the validation period, the corresponding CCfield(t) can be easily estimated as 

proportional to CCproxy(t) , since the correlation between the different  CCn
proxy(t) is zero. The final reconstruction of target 

climate field will be derived by linear combination of CCPfield(t) and CCfield(t), assuming again that the dominant canonical 220 

correlation patterns of climate variability are stationary in time. 
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2.2.4 Bidirectional Long Short-term memory neural network 

As a non-linear machine learning method, we test here a Bidirectional Long short-term memory neural network (Bi-LSTM).  

The LSTM networks, in contrast to the more traditional neural networks, also capture the information of the serial co-variability 

present in the data, and therefore are suitable to tackle data with a temporal structure. They are usually applied to the analysis 225 

of speech and of time series. The rationale of using these type of networks for climate reconstructions is the aforementioned 

underestimation of the past climate variations by most linear methods (‘regression to the mean’). In principle, a LSTM network 

could exploit the temporal autocorrelation present in the time series to ameliorate this underestimation and perhaps also provide 

more realistic spectral properties of the reconstructed time series. 

The structure of LSTM network is more complicated than the structure of a traditional neural network. The LSTM estimates 230 

a hidden variable h(t) that encapsulates the state of the system at time t. The computation of the new system state at time t+1, 

h(t+1), depends on the value of the predictors at t+1 but also on the value of the hidden state at time t, h(t). The training of the 

LSTM can be accomplished sequentially by assimilating the information present in the training data from time steps in the 

past of the present time step. In some loose sense, a LSTM network would be the machine-learning equivalent of a linear auto-

regressive process.  235 

The training of the network is accomplished by feeding it with sequential data iteratively, forwards towards the future and 

backwards towards the past. Both forward and backward assimilations are processed by two separated LSTM neural layers, 

which are connected to the same output layer. Figure 1 illustrates the bidirectional structure of the Bi-LSTM network. Given 

a set of predictor-predictand variables (Xt, Yt), our goal is to train a nonlinear function: 

Y�̃� = 𝐹(𝑿)                         (6) 240 

The structure of this complex non-linear function F is defined as follows: 

𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑓[ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝐵𝑓)          (7) 

𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑖[ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝐵𝑖)                         (8) 

𝐴𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊𝐴[ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝐵𝐴)           (9) 

𝐶𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡𝐶𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡𝐴𝑡           (10) 245 

𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑜[ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝐵𝑜)           (11) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝐶𝑡)                                         (12) 

where Wf, Wi, WA and Wo represent several weight matrices and Bf, Bi BA and Bo represent different bias matrices. 𝜎 is the gate 

activation function, here we utilize the Rectified Linear Unit function-ReLU (Ramachandran et al., 2017) . 

At time step t-1, the hidden state of LSTM cell’s hidden layer is preserved as ht-1 , and this vector is combined with the vector 250 

of current input variables Xt to obtain the state of the forget gate, ft (equation 7) , the input gate it (equation 8) and the state of 
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memory cell At (equation 9). This memory cell state At is linearly combined with the previous state of the cell output Ct-1 to 

update the value of its state. The weights of this linear combinations are the states of the forget gate ft and of the input gate it 

(equation 10). The state of the output gate ot is calculated from the previous hidden state and the current input variables 

(equation 11). This output is used to compute the updated hidden state ht using the state of the cell output Ct (equation 12) 255 

(Huang et al., 2020; Chattopadhyay et al., 2020). 

In the present application to climate reconstructions, we have a set of input pseudoproxy data 𝑿𝑡
𝑛= [xt-i,…, xt-1]and an output 

target temperature time series 𝒀𝑡
𝑚 = [yt-i,…, yt-1]. The forward LSTM hidden state sequence 𝒉𝑡

⃑⃑⃑⃑  (note the arrow direction) is 

calculated employing inputs information in a positive direction from time t-1 to time t-n iteratively, and for backward LSTM 

cell, the hidden state sequence 𝒉𝑡
⃐⃑ ⃑⃑⃑ is computed using the input within a reverse direction from time t-n to time t-1 iteratively. 260 

The final outputs from the forward and backward LSTM cells are calculated utilizing the calculation equation (Cui et al., 2018, 

Jahangir et al., 2020): 

�̃�𝑡 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡(𝒉𝑡
⃑⃑⃑⃑ , 𝒉𝑡

⃐⃑ ⃑⃑⃑)           (13) 

where concat is the function used to concatenate the two output sequences �⃑⃑�  and �⃑⃑⃐� (Cui et al., 2018, Jahangir et al., 2020).   

During training process, the calibration dataset are fed into LSTM cell, and it will map the potential latent relationships (both 265 

linear and nonlinear) between input and output variables by updating its weight and threshold matrices. The object function 

for Bi-LSTM to be minimized during training is the Huber loss that expresses the mismatch between the reconstructed climate 

field and the ‘real’ climate field from model simulations. Object loss is optimized by gradient descent (Goodfellow et al., 

2016). Huber loss has a key advantage of being less sensitive to outlier values: 

𝐿𝛿(𝒀, 𝑓(𝑿)) = {

1

2
(𝒀 − 𝑓(𝑿))

2

𝛿|𝒀 − 𝑓(𝑿)| −
1

2
𝛿2

         (14) 270 

where f denotes the neural network and the brackets denote the Euclidean norm. The Huber loss function changes from a 

quadratic to linear when 𝛿 (a positive real number) varies from small to big (Meyer, 2020). Huber loss will approach L2 loss 

when 𝛿 tends to be 0, and approach L1 when 𝛿 tends to be positive infinity, here we test its value and finally set 𝛿 1.35. L2 is 

the square root of the sum of squared deviations and L1 is the sum of absolute deviations. 

The main mechanism of LSTM is that the LSTM block manages to develop a regulated information flow by controlling which 275 

proportion of data information should be ‘remembered’ or should be ‘forgotten. By controlling the regulation of the 

information flow, LSTM will manage to learn and preserve temporal characteristics and dependencies of the specific time 

series. 

In this particular application, we have used two hidden Bi-LSTM layers with 700 neurons each (some additional tests on 

selecting the number of neurons in the hidden layer are shown in Appendix B). The optimization function is Adam with the 280 

learning rate of 0.0001 (Kingma and Ba, 2014). After training the model, the optimal network hyper-parameters, including 
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weights and threshold matrices, are estimated. The validation pseudoproxy dataset is then used to reconstruct the target 

temperature field in the validation directly.   

3 Results 

We evaluate the reconstruction skill of the different methods based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (cc) between each 285 

target series and the corresponding reconstructed series, and their Standard deviation ratio (SD ratio, SD ratio = 

SDreconstruction/SDmodel). All the evaluation metrics are calculated in the validation period from 1426-2000 AD. High values of 

derived cc indicate better temporal covariance between target and reconstructed results, a high SD ratio denotes that more 

variance is preserved in the reconstructions. Usually, the reconstructed variance is smaller than the target variance and thus 

their ratio is usually smaller than unity.  290 

3.1 North Atlantic-Europe CFRs 

Fig. 2 illustrates the CFR results for the North Atlantic-European region employing the 11 ideal-noise-free pseudoproxies 

based on the three CFR methodologies and the three climate model simulations. When comparing the reconstruction skills 

across these three CFR methods derived with the same climate model (for example, MPI, CAM5 or CCSM correspondingly), 

all the spatial cc patterns exhibit similarities. This indicates that all three CFR methods show generally reasonable spatial 295 

reconstruction skills (mean cc’s over the entire NAE are bigger than 0.45). In addition, cc maps show higher values over 

regions where more pseudoproxies are located. This confirms the well-documented tendency amongst different multivariate 

linear based regression methods to better reconstruction skill in the sub-regions with denser pseudoproxy sampling than in 

regions with sparser networks (Steiger et al., 2014; Evans et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). The cc pattern of the nonlinear 

method Bi-LSTM is very similar to that of the linear methods, even though the structure of the statistical models is very 300 

different. This shows that the nonlinear method employed herein has the similar tendency as linear models to obtain better 

reconstruction skill over denser proxy sampling regions.  

The picture that emerges from the SD ratio is also very similar for the three methods (Fig. 2). In the regions with a high pseudo 

proxy density, the SD ratio is high, but outside of the densely sampled areas, all three CFR methods experience a similar degree 

of variance loss.  305 

More realistic pseudo-proxies are those containing 80% Gaussian white noise contamination. This amount of noise is 

constructed and added to the ideal temperature signal of the 11 pseudoproxies subsampled from MPI, CAM5 and CCSM 

models. The corresponding spatial cc and SD ratio patterns are displayed in Fig. 3. Compared to reconstructions with ideal 

pseudo proxies (Fig. 2), a strong degradation of reconstruction skill amongst all CFR methods occurs over the entire NAE. 

The degradation is especially profound in the regions where denser pseudoproxies exist (the mean cc is reduced from 0.8 in 310 

the ideal PPEs to approximately 0.3 in the noisy PPEs). Weak reconstruction skill (approximately mean cc is 0.3, and SD ratio 
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is 0.6) exists over regions where proxies are available, together with a small surrounding region. These noise contamination 

results shown in Fig. 3 demonstrate again that the nonlinear method exhibit CFR similarities to the linear methods. 

3.2 Northern Hemisphere CFRs 

NH summer temperature anomalies reconstructions based on PPEs using three CFR methodologies and the three climate 315 

models are displayed in Fig. 4-5. 

Table 1. Skill reconstruction statistics for the North Hemisphere mean temperature in the verification period for ideal PPEs. 

The table shows the result for three CFR methods (PCR, CCA and Bi-LSTM) and three climate models (MPI, CAM and 

CCSM). The numbers in parenthesis indicate the skill statistics of 80% noise contaminated PPEs. 

Method 
SD Ratio cc 

MPI CAM CCSM MPI CAM CCSM 

PCR 0.642(0.427) 0.713(0.486) 0.732(0.483) 0.594(0.333) 0.636(0.372) 0.709(0.467) 

CCA 0.557(0.388) 0.612(0.457) 0.604(0.443) 0.565(0.333) 0.587(0.370) 0.648(0.457) 

Bi-LSTM 0.604(0.375) 0.729(0.425) 0.719(0.412) 0.556(0.319) 0.611(0.371) 0.660(0.456) 

 320 

The spatial cc maps and SD ratio distributions for the ideal PPEs in NH are shown in Fig. 4. Again, all three CFR methodologies 

yield relatively similar spatial patterns of skill for each of the climate models employed here. Skilful reconstructions are again 

achieved over regions with a denser pseudoproxy network (over North American and Eurasia regions). In addition, relatively 

large SD ratio and high cc values also occur in tropical regions. These regions barely contain any pseudoproxies, indicating 

that the climate teleconnections between tropics and mid-latitude regions could be responsible for the reconstruction skill in 325 

tropical regions.  

All derived CFRs suffer from variance losses as shown in Fig. 4 and in Table 1. The spatial distributions of the SD ratio vary 

between climate models and CFR methodologies. They also are spatially heterogeneous. The most important factor affecting 

the ratio of standard deviations seem to be again the chosen climate model. For instance, comparing the spatial patterns of SD 

ratio in Fig. 4 across the three models, more variance in the high-density pseudoproxy sampling and the tropical regions are 330 

preserved in the high-resolution CCSM model across all CFR methods, whereas, CAM5 and MPI model suffer from relatively 

more variance loss over these areas. In addition, the highest mean cc is obtained by all three methods in the CCSM simulation 

(See Table 1).  

The Bi-LSTM and PCR methods exhibit relatively consistent patterns with similar SD ratios. The CCA methodology seems 

to suffer more strongly from variance losses (see Table 1) over the entire NH compared to PCR and Bi-LSTM. 335 

The NH results obtained from the 80% noise contaminated PPEs are displayed in Fig. 5. The performance deterioration is 

expected and again significant. The reduction of reconstruction skill also occurs over regions where dense pseudoproxies are 

located. The nonlinear method Bi-LSTM seems to suffer more strongly from variance losses over the NH (see Table 1), 
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especially over the North Atlantic region (Fig. 5) across all three models. This might indicate that the nonlinear method could 

be more sensitive to the noise contamination than the other methods.  340 

In addition, a relatively better performance is derived, also in the case of noisy pseudoproxies, from the CCSM using all CFR 

methods (see the spatial cc patterns shown in Fig. 5 and mean cc values in Table 1).  

Considering the general methodological skill, as indicated by the derived cc and SD ratio values in Table 1, the Bi-LSTM 

method presents relatively worse performance with lower mean cc and SD ratio. The methods PCR and Bi-LSTM generally 

outperform the CCA methodology with higher mean cc with ideal PPEs. Overall, PCR generally outperforms CCA and Bi-345 

LSTM with highest mean cc and SD ratio values across all PPEs in all three model simulations. 

3.3 Northern Hemisphere and AMV indices 

The evolution of the decadal NH mean temperature anomalies reconstructed by the three CFR methodologies and using perfect 

pseudoproxies from three models is illustrated in Fig. 6 on the left panel. All indices have been smoothed using a Butterworth 

low-pass filter to remove temporal fluctuations shorter than 10 years. The reconstruction performance varies amongst different 350 

CFR methodologies.  

Table 2. RMSE (K) and cc during the verification interval for decadal NH mean temperature derived from ideal PPEs. The 

numbers in parenthesis indicate the RMSE (K) and cc of 80% noise contaminated PPEs. 

Method 
RMSE cc 

MPI CAM CCSM MPI CAM CCSM 

PCR 0.102(0.217) 0.066(0.119) 0.062(0.186) 0.974(0.872) 0.913(0.691) 0.991(0.939) 

CCA 0.124(0.226) 0.075(0.120) 0.108(0.200) 0.967(0.867) 0.897(0.669) 0.976(0.931) 

Bi-LSTM 0.123(0.239) 0.067(0.116) 0.109(0.222) 0.941(0.797) 0.908(0.698) 0.971(0.877) 

 

Table 3. The same as Table 2, but for decadal AMV index 355 

Method 
RMSE cc 

MPI CAM CCSM MPI CAM CCSM 

PCR 0.106(0.209) 0.073(0.114) 0.071(0.175) 0.959(0.847) 0.883(0.691) 0.979(0.933) 

CCA 0.129(0.217) 0.078(0.118) 0.117(0.185) 0.946(0.844) 0.875(0.665) 0.959(0.929) 

Bi-LSTM 0.123(0.231) 0.081(0.115) 0.098(0.204) 0.927(0.769) 0.843(0.682) 0.969(0.883) 

 

The temporal evolution of the AMV index (the right panel in Fig. 6) differs among the simulations, reflecting the different 

forcings used in each simulation and the model specific contribution of internal variability to the index variations (Wagner and 

Zorita, 2005; Schmidt et al., 2011). Considering the methodological performance, all three methods generally achieve good 
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AMV index reconstructions when using perfect pseudo-proxies, as shown in each subfigures of Fig. 6, and also refer the RMSE 360 

in Table 3.  

The NH and AMV indices derived from more realistic 80% noise contaminated CFRs are shown in Fig. 7. The larger noise 

contamination results in substantial skill deterioration (RMSD and cc displayed within brackets in Table 2 and 3). All three 

methods fail to capture the warming trend over the most recent century, and the magnitude of strong cooling events is strongly 

underestimated. 365 

3.4 Probability distributions of reconstructed variables 

Table 4. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic and p-value for quantifying the histogram distributions between model and 

reconstructed NH decadal means. Low values of the KS statistic indicate larger similarity between the two distributions. The 

numbers in parenthesis indicate the KS statistic and p-value of 80% noise contaminated PPEs. 

Method 
KS statistic p-value 

MPI CAM CCSM MPI CAM CCSM 

PCR 0.092(0.213) 0.111(0.246) 0.053(0.128) 1e-2(6e-12) 1e-3(8e-16) 3e-1(1e-3) 

CCA 0.111(0.246) 0.142(0.252) 0.072(0.149) 2e-3(8e-16) 1e-5(1e-16) 9e-2(5e-6) 

Bi-LSTM  0.135(0.269) 0.126(0.253) 0.125(0.229) 4e-5(8e-19) 1e-4(1e-16) 2e-3(1e-13) 

 370 

 Table 5. The same as Table 4, but for AMV index. 

Method 
KS statistic p-value 

MPI CAM CCSM MPI CAM CCSM 

PCR 0.116(0.224) 0.123(0.198) 0.046(0.126) 8e-4(4e-13) 3e-4(2-e10) 5e-1(2e-4) 

CCA 0.116(0.248) 0.118(0.215) 0.076(0.145) 8e-4(5e-16) 6e-4(4e-12) 6e-2(9e-6) 

Bi-LSTM  0.151(0.262) 0.125(0.212) 0.093(0.197) 3e-6(7e-18) 2e-4(12e-12) 1e-2(3e-10) 

 

Even though the three reconstructions methods tend to underestimate the overall variability when using noisy pseudoproxies, 

an interesting question is their skill in reproducing the probability distributions of the climate indices. In particular, a relevant 

question is whether the methods are able to capture extreme phases of those indices. 375 

Fig. 8 and 9 display the histogram for decadal NH mean and AMV index, respectively. Each subfigure represents the 

histograms of reconstructed temperature indices across the three methods, compared with the histograms of the target 

temperature index. 

For perfect pseudoproxies, the PCR reconstruction seems to capture the overall target distribution best.  It captures the lower 

tail better than CCA and the upper tail better than CCA and Bi-LSTM. The differences between the methods become smaller 380 

for the reconstructions with noisy pseudo proxies, with the PCR still being better than the other two methods (subfigures for 
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the contaminated PPEs in Fig. 8 and 9). The Bi-LSTM captures the lower tails of distribution much better than the upper tails, 

both for the NH mean and the AMV index.  

We also quantify the distribution similarity between reconstructed and target distributions for both NH and AMV indices using 

the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test as a metric (Hodges, 1958) (see Table 4-5). The smallest KS statistic is achieved 385 

by the PCR method (see Table 4-5), confirming the impression that the PCR outperforms the other two methods in both the 

ideal and noise contaminated PPEs.  

4 Discussions 

4.1 Nonlinear method performance  

As the Bi-LSTM method is the most complex of the three tested in this study, it is reasonable to expect a better reconstruction 390 

skill. However, this is not the case in our pseudoproxy experiments. For the spatially resolved NAE and NH fields, the 

nonlinear Bi-LSTM method achieves a similar skill as the linear PCR and CCA methods. Whereas the spatial SD ratio and cc 

present CFR are generally very similar, the PCR is generally the best method among the three methods, with the nonlinear Bi-

LSTM as second best method (see mean skill statistics in Table 1).  

For the area-mean indices, all three methods exhibit again similar skill. The Bi-LSTM is able to capture periods of extreme 395 

cooling better than the other two methods but strongly underestimates the recent warming trend. The inability to capture the 

warming trend indicates that the Bi-LSTM is not good at extrapolating to temperature ranges beyond the training set.  

Nonetheless, even though the traditional PCR seems to display the overall best performance, the fact that the Bi-LSTM is able 

to capture some extremes better is encouraging. This indicates that there may not be one sole reconstruction method which 

captures the mean and the extremes equally well. In addition, Guillot et al. (2015) constructed different CFR methods for 400 

exploring the disagreement between climate field reconstructions and area mean index reconstructions. They demonstrated 

that the skill for the regionally averaged time series is a relatively poor indicator of the spatial performance.  

Nonlinear methods are usually capable of mapping complex systems with high nonlinearity. Here, we employ one nonlinear 

neural network method Bi-LSTM to test its performance on CFR reconstructions. Compared with linear methods PCR and 

CCA, neural network model did not show clear advantages, except for capturing extremes in the lower tail of the distribution. 405 

It is possible that the performance of the Bi-LSTM could be further improved by optimizing the architecture and parameters 

of the network, including the type of object function, type of neural activation function, network optimization function, number 

of hidden layers, the model-learning rate etc. At this point, it would be quite natural to consider whether the selection/settings 

of these hyper-parameters in our study is optimal, and also to what extent the reconstruction skill is sensitive to changes in the 

hyper-parameters. Nadiga (2020) pointed out that the skill of some machine learning-methods are strongly dependent on these 410 

hyper-parameters. Machine learning methods include an extensive range of complexity, and therefore it remains an open issue 

as to which ML techniques are most or relatively suitable for paleoclimate. It is not clear how the structure of the machine-

learning methods can be systematically optimized. At the moment, there is still a considerably amount of ‘trial and error’ in 
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the design and connection of the neural layers. Here, we have tested the Bi-LSTM network with a relatively simple architecture 

of two separated hidden layers, and evaluated its performances on CFR experiments, which could be a preliminary try. It is, 415 

however possible that more complex models or architectures (Kadow et al., 2020) might achieve better or comparable skill in 

CFR experiments. Thus, more different theory-based and architecture-based machine learning methods might be worth 

exploring in future studies.  

4.2 Model and pseudoproxy experiment dependency 

The evaluation of the reconstruction skill seems to depend as much on the reconstruction method as on the underlying climate 420 

model simulation from which the pseudoproxies were generated. The differences in skill for the same method with different 

climate model data is of the same order as the differences in skill for the different methods with the same climate model data. 

The performance of the method does not seem to depend on the domain of the reconstruction. The reconstructions behave very 

similar for both the NAE and the NH test cases. 

Considering the effects of noise contamination on the methodological performance, all three methods display similar skills in 425 

the ideal PPEs, but all methods suffer from variance underestimation and lower correlation coefficients in the more realistic 

PPEs (80% noise contaminated PPEs). The nonlinear Bi-LSTM is more strongly impacted by the noise contamination (Table 

1).  

From the perspective of the spatial coverage of the proxy network, the spatial cc and SD ratio patterns reveal reconstruction 

skill over the entire NH regions, although this skill is weaker in areas more poorly sampled by the pseudo-proxy network. 430 

Interestingly, the tropical regions do show some reconstruction skill, although almost not pseudo-proxies are located in the 

Tropics. In addition, the reconstruction methods achieve better reconstruction skill when evaluated with the climate model 

with highest (most realistic) spatial resolution. This result indicates the climate teleconnections between tropics and mid-

latitude regions could lead to some indirect skill, and that in the real world this indirect reconstruction skill could be larger 

than that obtained in our pseudo-proxy experiments. However, the proxy networks and noise scenarios constructed in the 435 

context are certainly not able to mimic/simulate the full range of characteristics completely for climatic proxies in the real 

world.  

5 Conclusions 

A nonlinear Bi-LSTM neural network method to reconstruct North Atlantic-Europe and Northern Hemisphere temperature 

fields was tested with climate surrogate data generated by simulations with three different climate models. Compared to the 440 

more classical methods of linear Principal Components Regression and Canonical Correlation Analysis, the NAE and NH 

summer temperature field could be reasonably reconstructed using both linear and nonlinear methodologies. All three methods 

show skill similarities in both NAE and NH PPEs.  
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In general, all three methods display similar skills when using ideal (noise-free) pseudoproxies, while in the more realistic 

PPEs (80% noise contaminated PPEs), the Nonlinear Bi-LSTM seems to suffer more strongly from variance losses. This might 445 

indicate that the nonlinear method would be more sensitive to the noise contamination than the other methods. 

The pseudoproxy networks used in this study were mostly located in the extratropical regions with only three proxies in the 

tropical area. All CFR methodologies produce generally good reconstructions in regions where dense pseudoproxy networks 

are available. Moreover, teleconnections are explored by these CFR methodologies, leading to some weak spatial 

reconstruction skills outside of the proxy-sampled regions, for instance the tropical region. 450 

The classical linear-based PCR method generally outperforms the Bi-LSTM and CCA method in both spatial and index 

reconstructions. However, the Bi-LSTM seems to be able to capture extreme cooling events better than the other two methods, 

while failing to capture the warm tails of the temperature. In particular, this is reflected in the inability of the non-linear method 

to replicate the 20th century warming trend.  

Here, we could draw a general conclusion that nonlinear artificial neural network method Bi-LSTM employed herein is not 455 

superior for CFR reconstructions, at least in our PPEs. In general, Bi-LSTM show worse skill in spatial and temporal CFRs 

than PCR and CCA, also in capturing extremes. Yet, it is essential to employ a large range of nonlinear CFR methods to 

evaluate different model structures, and further test their performance on CFRs. For example, additional nonlinear-based 

regression methodologies, convolutional neural network and one of the widely implemented Reservoir Computing methods-

Echo State Network, could be techniques with powerful non-linear regression capability for paleoclimate field reconstructions.  460 

Appendix A 

The simulation with the model MPI-ESM-P is not part of the standard CMIP5 simulation suite. In the following, we include 

additional technical details on this simulation. The MPI simulation was started from the year of 100 BC with restart files from 

a 500-year spin-down simulation experiments forced with constant external conditions representing the year 100 of BC. After 

100 BC, variation in volcanic, solar, orbital, and GHG concentrations are implemented. Land usage was held constant until 465 

850 AD with conditions representing those for year 850 AD. The variation of orbital parameters are calculated after the PMIP3-

protocol (Schmidt et al. 2011). The solar activity has been rebuilt on the basis of the reconstruction of Vieira  et al. 2011 

employing the algorithm and scaling outlined in Schmidt et al. 2011 which corresponds to a difference in short-wave top of 

the atmosphere insolation of 1.25 Wm-2  (~ 0.1%) between the 2nd half of the 20th century (1950 – 2000) and the Maunder 

Minimum (1645 – 1715). Variations in greenhouse gas concentrations related to CO2, N2O and CH4 are after the 470 

reconstruction of the PMIP3 protocol – The concentrations were held constant to the values of year 1 AD between 100 BC and 

1 AD because the law Dome records does not extend beyond year 1 AD. After 1850 AD also a reconstructed aerosol loading 

after Stine et al. 2018 were employed to account for transient anthropogenic aerosol emissions. The extension and 

reconstruction of the volcanic forcing is related to a rescaling of the newly available Sigl et al. (2015) dataset to the 

reconstruction of Crowley and Unterman (2013). The large volcanoes for different latitudinal bands are rescaled according to 475 
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sulfate concentrations and eventually the Crowley algorithm was applied to yield aerosol optical depths and effective radius 

for four latitudinal bands separated by 30°.  

Appendix B 

Table B1. Skill reconstruction statistics for the North Hemisphere mean temperature in the verification period for noise-

contaminated PPEs based on CCSM using different neuron numbers in hidden layers of Bi-LSTM method. 480 

Number of neurons SD Ratio cc 

50 neurons 0.289 0.443 

200 neurons 0.315 0.461 

500 neurons 0.339 0.467 

700 neurons 0.412 0.456 

 

In order to check whether the number of neurons in the hidden layer will substantial impact the CFR skills. We also conducted 

additional tests for our Bi-LSTM model structures with different neurons in the hidden layer based on one of the settings for 

PPEs. Table 1 indicates that, when we fix the rest of the hyper-parameters, etc. optimization function and learning rate, of the 

Bi-LSTM structure, just tuning the number of neurons in the hidden layer does not yield a too strong impact on the mean 485 

correlation coefficients, but it results in an obvious impact on the SD ratio. Considering the variability capturing performance, 

it seems that the hidden layer with 700 neurons structure outperforms the hidden layer with less neurons structure, whereas the 

temporal covariance between target and reconstructed results does not change too much amongst these four different hidden 

layer structures. In our PPE tests on paleo CFRs, it seems that there is no specific neural network structure could universally 

outperform another one. 490 
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Figure 1: the bidirectional structure of the Bi-LSTM network. 
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 720 

Figure 2: NAE Reconstruction results of CFR methods (including PCR, CCA, Bi-LTSM : Bidirectional long short term 

memory neural networks) using MPI, CESM1-CAM5 and CCSM numerical simulation as target temperature field, all the CFR 

methods employ the same proxy network with full 11 ideal pseudoproxies which span the same reconstruction period from 

1426-2000 AD. The employed pseudoproxies geolocations are show in white circles in all the sub-figures ; CC is Correlation 

Coefficient and SD represents Standard Deviation Ratio. The employed pseudoproxies’ geolocation is shown as white circles 725 

in all the sub-figures.  
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Figure 3: the same as Figure 2, but for employing the full 11 pseudoproxies network with 80% noise contamination. 
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 730 

Figure 4: NH Reconstruction results of CFR methods (including PCR, CCA, Bi-LSTM: Bidirectional long short term memory 

neural networks) using MPI, CESM1-CAM5 and CCSM numerical simulation as target temperature field, all the CFR methods 

employ the same proxy network with full 48 ideal pseudoproxies which span the same reconstruction period from 1426-2000 

AD. The employed pseudoproxies geolocations based on TRW are shown in white circles in all the sub-figures; CC is 

Correlation Coefficient and SD represents Standard Deviation Ratio. The employed pseudoproxies’ geolocation is shown as 735 

white circles in all the sub-figures . 
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Figure 5: the same as Figure 4, but for employing the full 48 pseudoproxies network with 80% noise contamination. 
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Figure 6: mean time series evolution of the validated reconstructions for NH summer temperature anomaly and Atlantic 

Multidecadal Variability (AMV) index using full 48 ideal-pseudoproxies based on PCR, CCA, Bi-LSTM CFR methods. All 

time series have been smoothed using a Butterworth low-pass filter to remove temporal fluctuations less than 10 years. MPI, 

CAM5 and CCSM represent MPI/CAM5/CCSM model simulated ‘true’ climatology. We selected several reconstructed 745 

extreme cooling period with a shorter interval (each 10 years are selected before and after the specific extreme cooling year) 

and plotted them above each entire reconstruction means amongst models and methods. 
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Figure 7: The same as Figure 6, but derived from 80% noise contaminated PPEs. 

 750 

 

Figure 8: Histogram for decadal filtered NH mean index. The x axis denotes temperature anomaly values, and y axis is the 

number of data in each bin. Totally 30 bins are selected to plot each of the histogram. 
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 755 

Figure 9: The same as Figure 8, but for decadal filtered AMV index. 
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